Proteins released from vaccinia cores are probably not involved in protein synthesis inhibition in vitro.
1. It is known that vaccinia core proteins are released into the supernatant fraction when cores are incubated under appropriate conditions. When prepared in the absence of viral transcription this fraction inhibits in vitro protein synthesis. 2. We show here that after incubation, the cores loose the capability to inhibit protein synthesis. Furthermore, we show that no inhibition of translation is observed with supernatant fractions prepared from transcribing cores. 3. SDS-PAGE analysis of the supernatant fraction of cores obtained in the presence and absence of viral transcription indicated that their protein composition is similar and that approximately 17 peptides are released from the cores and that 4 are phosphorylated. 4. We conclude that the proteins associated with vaccinia cores and released in the presence of ribonucleotides are not involved in protein synthesis inhibition.